
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The visits of the museum lasted for 30 minutes.We saw paintings of 

bullfighting and we saw a banner, light outfits. The paintings of Bullfighting 

were worth about 3.000 founds.I liked settings because the posters were 

beautiful.The artist of the painting was Goya. Anthony and Romain (EDPI) 

Alexandra and Laura ( 2BMMV) 

 

 

The outing was held on Tuesday morning at the 9 locks.We 

watched the door lock open and the boat moving to the other 

side. The lock was built by Pierre Paul Riquet, who was born in 

Béziers. The lock is world ranked by UNESCO. It was an exciting 

day ,interesting and very informative. Then ,we went to eat at 

the park of poets. We liked the ducks.  

Alycia , Anais, Marine (2BMMV)Yassine (EDPI) 

We arrived at the « plateau des poete » pack at  1 P,M,. We ate 

(we were the last group to arrive.) We ate near the statue of Jean 

Moulin but the rain fell down and we left to the locks after 30 

minutes.  JASON(edpi) Jason(tu) Giovanni(edpi) Aurélien(tu) 

We did a school trip at the bullfighting musueum in the city 

center in Béziers. The school trip was organized by JEAN-

MOULIN vocational high school on Tuesday 18
th

 September. 

We saw colouful suits of lights as well as paintings and 

photographs of famous bulls and bullfigthers. 

We also did a high school trip at the nine lock in Béziers. Our 

group was headed by Mrs Choquet, Mrs Brun, Mr Sanchis, Mr 

Missaoui and Mr Lopez. We  saw the nine locks and we visited 

the musuem of the nine locks, it was free. 

Eva, Nicolas,Thomas, Bart, Maureen and Melissa 
 

We went to the « Bitterois » museum situated in 

the centre of Beziers on Tuesday 18th of 

September. Our school teachers organized a visit in 

this museum. We saw  sculptures and lots of 

painting. We solved riddles and we went back to 

Jean Moulin high school  in the afternoon. 

Carolane, tanguy and Francisco 

 

We went to the Bitterois museum on Tuesday afternoon with Mrs CHOQUET and 

Mrs BRUN our english teachers at Jean.Moulin vocational high school. We did a 

quiz and we visited the museum. It was not interesting. The visit was free. It lasted 

30 minutes. Then we had lunch in the city park. 

Samantha, Meghan, Judith, Angélique. 

Let’s visit Beziers 

!!! 
(2EDPI+2MMV+)2BU 


